
The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this radio station for the quarter specified below.  This listing is by no means complete, 

nor is the order in which these issues appear intended to imply any degree of priority or significance of the issues. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR KIAM-FM        1st     2nd     3rd     4th           Quarter of 2018 
 

 Issue Description:      Program Title:      Date          Time:     Duration:   Delivery: Description of Segment: 

 
Easter Special 

 

One Perfect Life 04/04/2018 1607 50:00 FTP A two-part program based on John MacArthur’s book 

“One Perfect Life”. Dramatized reading of scripture with 

commentary from John. 

The identities of the two 

witnesses in Revelation 

Turning Point 04/11/2018 1430 25:00 Amb-OS Dr. Jeremiah continues teaching from Rev11, answering 

the question of how people will be saved during the 

tribulation with the church being absent from the earth. He 

answers the question, “Who are these two witnesses?” 

Awaiting heaven and 

leaving her wheel chair 

behind 

Joni & Friends 04/13/2018 0925 4:00 Amb-OS Joni shares a poem, “This Old Tent” written by a friend 

who, like Joni, was in a wheelchair, also yearning for 

heaven but viewing his suffering as preparation for that 

glorious day when their worn bodies are healed. 

Repentance and 

Restoration 

Renewing Your Mind 05/03/2018 1330 26:00 Amb-OS Dr.Thomas teaches from Job 42 where we see the 

resolution to Job’s trial. Job now has a richer relationship 

& understanding of God.  There is reconciliation of friends 

and a renewed life.  Job is blessed with family and wealth. 

Even moral people need 

a Savior 

Truth For Life 05/13/2018 1230 26:00 Amb-OS Alistair Begg shares from Mark 10:17-22.  Personal 

virtues have nothing to do with being a part of God’s 

family.  The rich young ruler is introduced and found to be 

lost in his goodness. 

Being a good Samaritan  Paws and Tales 05/19/2018 1100 27:00 FTP  CJ and Stacy have an hour to do errands for Paw Paw 

Chuck. They run into obstacles making them late, but all is 

a test to see how they respond. They are patient, not rude 

& give aid to Edgar who supposedly is injured…they pass! 

Peer Pressure Story time 06/08/2018 1530 15:00 Archives 13-year-old Brenda finds a friend in her new high school 

who says she is a Christian, but she discovers their values 

are very different.  Brenda makes a choice to go along 

with the crowd, against her parent’s wishes and learns a 

good lesson. Freedom isn’t just to break the rules. 

Worship Moody Presents 06/17/2018 0830 26:00 Amb-OS Dr. Joe Stowell expounds on what worship is not…just a 

feeling, a place, an act, a liturgy… but rather a choice and 

a way to demonstrate how much God is worth to you. 

Relationships with 

family and friends 

Adventures in Odyssey  06/23/2018 1930 26:00 FTP Wooten proposes to Penny, but she wants time to consider 

what it means to be married before she agrees.  

Expectations become a hot topic. In the midst of that 

Wooten has a problem with the neighborhood where he 

wants to rebuild his house. 
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